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Speculating, ‘baka ja nai’ (yo) or (desu) ((I’m) not an idiot) could be used

During the course of their travels, they discover that the substance coveted throughout the
universe is in fact also integral to Japanese cuisine

COPYLEFT 20XXY
·

Meaning: "Goodbye"

·

Pronunciation: oh-VWAHR

(dis is all i got didb //// n ot good (~-_-_)~
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I couldn't control where I
was. in a half awake daze I
drifted into the air unable
to move where I wanted.
when I woke I realised I'd
had a psychotic episode; I
hadn't really been in the
air but instead had been
smearing jam everywhere
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Yesterday I COUGHED and had a big COUGH. Today I
stand. I stood today, it was like a big COUGH, but STILL.
past the tree we WHEEZED, the cars were spooling donuts
in the yard and we spat on their SHOES. at 2am you walk
past a BUFFER, it WHEEZES at you, you stand and take
the BREAD from their matchstick MOUTHS. At midday
the buffer men come round to take away the door. Very
sorry just doing our jobs, nono I understand you say but
cough a bit instead. Can you hand us the bag, it’s LONG
and felt and under the TABLE. Oh, yes, you’re surprised,
you assumed as they put it there, they’d have the thing to
remove it. The cars float into the river, I can’t clear that,
the pool attendant with the little net. Some days the wind
picks up and they spit through the entrance way, but
you’re already at work. You’re surprised they left the thing
with you but I guess why not you think coughing bread, in
the empty frame you never see the buffer men again
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the dead spaces, the lacunae,
the interstices; the lies of
flight, the coded circuits, the
fascism of totality; we fell
into one another as the sun
died, our teeth crumbling
like concrete through city
hollows, the dying moments
of a future we never had;
stolen dreams of necrophilic
capital; so we fucked in the
burning wreckage of a
hundred dollar car, and
wished the bourgeoisie of
this world to hell, fucking
hell, fucking hell.
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babylon 999 || a farewell to babel

spoke through the fire
we rode babylon 999
like school children making for the intersection
a horn blared
triumphant screech of capital
and we tumbled through the air
the last image reflected in our eyes
coca-cola no sugar

the empty palm of war stretches indefinitely
a profit-margin rounding the ennui of
all our profane martyrs and saints
history wreathed in the thorns of labour
the mistletoe we fucked beneath
putrid, damp, abject
mirror-images of our parents
and under the skylight of the mall
i found in you a whistling hole
where all the birds caught within
choked.
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akemi || roi merdre

at the horizon of sleep

ja ne
au revoir
despedida
bis dann
aalis na ako
vi ses
koebaai
joigin
annyeong
ciao
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Sex at the End of Time
What is repressed returns; what is obscene can never leave.
Scene after the orgy: mass migration into the confessional box >>
pornographic display of sexual rapport, Il n'y a pas de pain, of intercourse
as discourse.
Beyond the pleasure principle: post-Freud, sexuality exceeds its act
and overflows as ecstatic communication >> no longer constrained by
the barren law of the father, it multiples in the hysteric’s hyperreality.
Don’t kink shame me: repression shifts to demand >> a total
unquestioning knowledge of che vuoi, the other’s desire, to the
effacement of positionality and play.
Death of the subject: sexuality as endless disambiguation, subject as
code >> fetishes without bodies, performances without performers.
Call-out culture: partiality clamouring for universality without
reciprocity >> virgin beta-males mocked for not knowing how to have
healthy queer polyamorous relationships.
Marx in the matrix: autoeroticism of the mirror-image exchanged as
virtual spectacle >> communication as a one-way excrescence of pleasure.
The apocalypse of sex: death of the encounter >> the orgy forever
elsewhere, afterwards, otherwise.
—The Sexual Act Did Not Take Place
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in a world without pr(a)xis,
the revealing of debasement
by critique is merely the
symbolic re-enactment of that
: the Post-Marxist lives in a delusion that LOSS is somehow a RUPTURE on an EMPTY world, debasement; the recognition
of mechanical reproduction is
but something EMPTY can INFINITELY REPRODUCE LOSS EFFORTLESSLY
merely the mental (virtual)
reproduction of the
mechanical as
RESEMBLANCE

The WORLD upturned as an
INTEGRATED DETERRENT
without OUTSIDE.
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Rather than ZERO producing ONE -the NOTHING as AXIS of
MOVEMENT- the NOTHING is EVENT-HORIZON without EVENT
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真生
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; Adorno has already merged
into Edward Bernays

useless joyous expenditure.

Clip clop!
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